Object manipulation constitutes a large part of our daily hand movements. Recognition of such movements by a robot in an interactive scenario is an issue that is rapidly gaining attention. In this paper we present an approach to identification of a class of high-level manual object manipulations. Experiments have shown that the naive approach based on classification of low-level sensor data yields poor performance. In this paper we introduce a two-stage procedure that considerably improves the identification performance. In the first stage of the procedure we estimate an intermediate representation by applying a linear preprocessor to the multimodal low-level sensor data. This mapping calculates shape, orientation and weight estimators of the interaction object. In the second stage we generate a classifier that is trained to identify high-level object manipulations given the intermediate representation based on shape, orientation and weight. The devices used in our procedure are: Immersion CyberGlove II enhanced with five tactile sensors on the fingertips (TouchGlove), nine tactile sensors to measure the change of the object's weight and a VICON multicamera system for trajectory recording. We have achieved the following recognition rates for 3600 data samples representing a sequence of manual object manipulations: 100% correct labelling of "holding", 97% of "pouring", 81% of "squeezing" and 65% of "tilting".
Introduction
Motion analysis is a highly interdisciplinary topic covering such areas as physics, linguistics, psychology or computer science. Recently there has been a rapid development of physio-psychological research in this area (see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] ). Numerous publications deal with the topic of motor development of children and imitation learning. B. Jung et al. have published a summary of the physio-psychological concepts and a comprehensive review of their implementation for character animation [7] .
Significant amount of motion analysis in computer science has been dedicated to its visual aspect. Extensive reviews of this topic can be found in [8, 9] . A considerable number of publications have been dedicated to the generation of different kinds of motion and the Programming by Demonstration technique (e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13] ).
Our work focuses on identification of manual object manipulations based on multimodal data. The physiological side of a simple manipulation as "holding" an object in a constant position or "pushing" an object involves a complicated control process of muscles, joints and skin sensations of the palm. Regardless of this, the identification of an object manipulation in an interactive scenario can hardly involve access to such data. Our approach reflects these considerations and is motivated by experimental results showing a poor performance of classification based directly on the low-level sensor data. The two-stage procedure proposed in this paper introduces an intermediate representation level and considerably improves the identification performance of the naive approach.
The multimodal nature of the recorded low-level data is essential for our recognition approach, providing for discriminative information necessary for a reliable identification of a manual operation. We use the following devices to capture manual object manipulation data: Immersion CyberGlove II (CyberGlove) enhanced with five tactile sensors on the fingertips (TouchGlove), nine tactile sensors to measure the change of the object's weight and a VICON multicamera system to record the object and hand trajectories. The recorded low-level multi-channel and multimodal data consists therefore of joint-trajectories (22 channels), tactile-trajectories (5 channels), weight-trajectories (9 channels) as well as (x, y, z)-position of the fingertips and of the three markers on the top of the object. Section 2.1 describes the experimental setup in detail.
Orientation, shape and weight of the interaction object represent the features for the intermediate level in our approach. In correspondence to this we consider the following high-level operation descriptions: "tilting", "squeezing" and "pouring". "Tilting" describes a change of the angle between the z-axis and the object's axis while the shape and the weight stay approximately constant. "Squeezing" involves just the change of shape. We define "pouring" as an object manipulation during which the weight changes, while the shape and the orientation stay approximately constant. "Holding" is another examined high-level operation description containing no dynamics of either of the three parameters. The fifth object manipulation that we consider is the simultaneous tilting, squeezing and pouring. We will describe the captured data in the Section 2.2.
The proposed procedure consists of two stages. In the first stage we apply a linear preprocessor to the multimodal low-level sensor data to obtain the intermediate representation estimators. The intermediate level is specified by the following parameters: angle between the vertical axis and the object's axis, weight of the object and four values specifying the shape of the object in the grasped position. In the second stage the procedure works solely with these parameters from the intermediate level. A classifier generated with the unsupervised method of k-means is trained to assign the intermediate representation to a corresponding high-level object manipulation description. In the Section 3.1 we describe the estimation of the linear mapping used in the first stage of the procedure. In the Sections 3.2 we describe the preprocessing of the training-and test-data and the generation of the classifier with the k-means method. Section 4 presents our experimental results.
Experimental Setup and Captured Data
For our experiments we have used a VICON multicamera system and three bluetooth devices for recording of the joint-angles, tactile and weight values. Section 2.1 presents a detailed description of this setup. We document the recorded data in Section 2.2. 
Hardware and Software
The hardware used for action capture consists of three synchronously recorded modalities. The first component is provided by a VICON multicamera system consisting of 14 high-resolution, 200 Hz infrared cameras [14] . Figure  1 shows the positioning of the cameras above and below a glass table.
This system is used to acquire trajectories of the special retro-reflective markers attached to the test object (see Figure 2 ) and to the CyberGlove (see Figure 3). Two major postprocessing steps follow the capture of data with the VICON system. It is firstly necessary to create a model of the recorded markers and fit it into the recorded data. Secondly, the gaps in the captured trajectory data need to be filled either by B-spline interpolation or by a selected pattern. The VICON software then outputs the 3D positions of the specified markers (see Figure 5 ).
The second modality is provided by the Immersion CyberGlove II [15] . This device records joint-angle dynamics of the hand and wrist. It outputs a 22-dimensional time-series, containing abduction between the fingers, flexion of each finger joint, two bending values of the palm and one bending value for the wrist ( Figure 3 ). For our experiments we have enhanced the CyberGlove by placing a FSR-174AS CP42 sensor on each fingertip (see Figure   Figure 6 . 9-FSR sensor scales for tracking of the object's weight, i.e. as the gravel gets "poured" out. 4). These capture the force applied by the fingers to the interaction object during action execution. We will refer to these five fingertip sensors as the "TouchGlove". The dependency between the weight and the sensor output is approximately quadratic. We use this fact for linearization of the recorded tactile values.
Our test object is a flexible plastic bottle filled with gravel ( Figure 2 ). Filling the bottle with a fluid would very likely generate less noisy weight trajectories, but for the sake of equipment protection we have decided to use a substitute. Small corned gravel turned out to be an adequate fluid substitute in our pouring experiments. During an action capture it would not jump out of the bowl, unlike the small plastic marbles (see Figure 7 ) that were first used in the tests. Three retro-reflective markers were placed on top of the test object for VICON tracking. This gives us a possibility of approximately calculating the ground-truth about the degree of tilting of the test object. In addition to the markers on the test object directly, further five markers on the CyberGlove are used to deliver information about the object's shape change. These markers are attached to the "nail-side" of the fingertips on the CyberGlove ( Figure  3) . We use the 3D positions of these markers to track the change of the test object's shape in the place where the test object is being grasped. The remaining six markers that can be seen in the Figure 3 help us in the data postprocessing step. The last part of the setup are the provisional "scales" ( Figure 6 ) consisting of nine FSR-174AS CP42 sensors. Note that besides our manipulation object a bowl situated on the scales is also a part of the setup. During the experiments involving weight change we always fill the content of the plastic bottle into the bowl and measure its weight with the help of the scales. This allows us to keep track of the changes in the test object's weight during manipulation. TouchGlove, CyberGlove and the scales are wireless devices that communicate via bluetooth.
Captured Data
For our experiments we record data sequences composed of the following five object manipulations: holding, squeezing, tilting, pouring and a simultaneous execution of the last three. These five operations can be displayed in a schematic form (see Table 1 ). With a help of synchronisation software we obtain the following sensor data for a given timestamp:
1. the tactile sensor output of the scales (r 1 , . . . , r 9 ) ∈ R 9 ( Figure 6) 2. 3D position of three VICON markers placed on the top of the test object (Figure 2) 3. 3D position of eleven VICON marker trajectories placed on the CyberGlove (Figure 3 Figure 8 . Action capture; while pouring we adjust the orientation of the test object; the content of the test object gradually fills the bowl placed on the scales; the shape of the test object changes as it looses its content due to its changing elasticity.
For the model estimation (see Section 3) we calculate the following ground truth values based on the data described in Items 1-3 in the list above:
• the weight w ∈ R of the poured-out test object content. Gravel lands in the plastic container that is placed on the bluetooth scales (see Figure 8 ). Its approximate weight is given by the sum of the linearized scale sensor values (see Item 1)
• the angle between the vertical z-axis and the test object's axis z ∈ R. We estimate the value of z by calculating the cross-product of two vectors set together of the three VICON-marker positions on the top of the object (see Item 2)
• the shape of the object in the grasped position described here by four parameters (s 1 , . . . , s 4 ) ∈ R 4 . To estimate the shape we consider pairwise the Euclidean distances between the thumb and the other four fingers. We obtain the necessary data from the 3D position information of the fingertip VICON markers (see Item 3) We use the data described in the Items 4-5 directly. Note that within our modelling and classification approach we do not consider the temporal order or dynamics of any of these variables.
Modelling and Classification
Our approach contains two stages. The determination of the linear preprocessor used in the stage 1 for estimation of intermediate representation values given raw sensor-data is described in Section 3.1. The generation of a classifier trained to identify high-level object operations given an intermediate operation description in the stage 2 is described in Section 3.2.
Determining of the Mapping: Low-level to Intermediate Level
Our goal is to determine a linear mapping f with a good generalization performance that estimates shape, orientation and weight of the object for a given vector of Touchand CyberGlove sensor values. The aggregate number of Touch-and CyberGlove sensors is S = 27. The number of intermediate parameters defining shape, orientation and weight are P = 6. We are looking for a mapping:
where
is a vector containing fingertip sensor and CyberGlove values and
is a vector containing the corresponding values of shape, orientation and weight of the object.
While the values in the vector a correspond directly to the Cyber-and TouchGlove outputs, the values in the vector b have to be calculated as described in the Section 2.2. For a given set of training samples containing Cyberand TouchGlove sensor data and the set of corresponding ground truth values for z, s and w, we can solve the "inverse" task of mapping determination. We apply the least squares method and determine the matrix X ∈ R S×P that fits the equation AX = B best. Each row of the matrix A ∈ R N ×S contains a vector of sensor data as in Eq. 3. N is the number of training samples used for the fitting of the hyperplane. Each row of the matrix B ∈ R N ×P corresponds to the ground truth values for shape, orientation and weight of the object, respectively (see Eq. 4).
k-means Classifier: Intermediate Level to Highlevel
After the determination of the linear mapping from the lowlevel sensor data into the intermediate representation, we train a classifier that assigns the intermediate data to a corresponding high-level object manipulation. For classifier training we apply the unsupervised method of k-means to a set of samples of the intermediate representation. From the recorded object manipulation sequences we randomly choose segments of low-level data containing all high-level operations that we want to identify. In our case we use a sequence containing holding, tilting, pouring and squeezing. Let us assume that the mapping f described in the section above has been estimated and we have obtained the matrix X. In order to generate intermediate level training data we multiply the set of S-dimensional vectors containing Cyber-and TouchGlove sensor data with X and obtain a set of P -dimensional vectors containing shape, orientation and weight estimation according to our model:
where A c ∈ R M ×S is the matrix whose row-vectors contain tactile and joint-angle sensor values (as in Eq. 3) and M is the number of training samples. We obtain the matrix B c ∈ R M ×P whose row-vectors (as in Eq. 4) contain intermediate level estimators for the low-level data. Now we can apply the unsupervised method of k-means to the row-vectors of B c and obtain k Pdimensional clusters. k is set to the number of highlevel object manipulations we want to identify. Let C := {c 1 , . . . , c k } be the resulting code book. For testing we choose a set of raw sensor data samples corresponding to a sequence of high-level object manipulations, we map the data with f and obtain a set of corresponding weight, shape and orientation estimators:
Each row of A t and B t is of the form defined in the Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 respectively. We classify the row-vectors of B t using the code book C generated during classifier training. In the next section we will show that using the mapping f and clustering intermediate level data considerably improves the identification of high-level object manipulation operations in comparison to using raw sensor data directly.
Overview
To sum up, the following steps are necessary
• to determine the linear preprocessor f : select training data, determine matrices A and B, apply the leastsquares method • to train the intermediate level classifier: select a set of raw sensor data samples containing a sequence of object operations, map it with f , apply k-means to the estimated intermediate data
• to identify object manipulation operations within a sequence: map the corresponding sample set with f , use the estimated values and the generated classifier to assign each individual sample to a corresponding highlevel object manipulation class. Figure 9 . An example of the scatter-plots formed by the intermediate level data corresponding to holding(H), squeezing(S), tilting(T), pouring(P) and the simultaneous execution of the last three: S+T+P.
The data pool for the mapping estimation contains samples of only one particular object manipulation operation during which shape, weight and orientation are changing simultaneously (see Table 1 , row #5). The samples are ordered randomly. Figure 8 shows the data capture and the experimental environment: the bowl placed on the scales tracking the weight of the "poured-out" test object content, the Cyber-and the TouchGloves outputting the joint-angles and the tactile fingertip values, VICON cameras tracking the markers on the glove and on the test object. We have used N = 4500 samples to estimate the mapping f with a j := (t 1,j , . . . , t 5,j , c 1,j , . . . , c 22,j ) and b j := (s 1,j , . . . , s 4,j , z j , w j ) for j ∈ {1, . . . , N }. A vector a j contains sensor data of the Cyber-and TouchGlove. A vector b j contains the ground truth values for the shape, orientation and weight of the object that we can calculate out of the captured VICON trajectory and the scales output. The mapping is determined as described in the Section 3.1
We train the classifier on the estimated intermediate data as described in the Section 3.2. In the Figure 9 you can see a 2D projection of 3D scatter-plots of whitened intermediate level example data corresponding to all five object manipulation operations considered in this paper. x-, y-, and z-axis show the tilt, one component of the shape description s 1 and the weight estimators accordingly. Each point cloud in the plot corresponds to one of the five operations. The intermediate level data in this example is well separated. For training of the classifier we have used a cumulative of 13000 samples representing four actions: holding, squeezing, tilting and pouring. Before applying the k-means, we map the data to obtain the shape, orientation and weight estimators. Two simple preprocessing steps are needed before we can run the k-means: randomized permutation and whitening. k-means outputs a code book that is used for the classification of the intermediate test data. For the implementation of least-squares method as well as the k-means method we have used the NumPy and SciPy [16] open source Python libraries.
Test Results
We have tested identification of four operations: holding, squeezing, tilting and pouring. We have used 900 test samples per operation containing disjoint trajectory segments. The data sets contained in A c and A t are also disjoint. We preprocessed the data by whitening.
Our experiments have shown that using intermediate estimators in the classification considerably improves the classification results in comparison with using raw data. When in training and testing we were using just the raw data, the classifier failed to discriminate between squeezing and pouring. Over 12 trials of our procedure we have achieved an average of 100% correct classification for holding, 97 % for pouring, 81 % for squeezing and 65 % correct labelling for tilting. The comparatively low recognition statistics on tilting can be explained by the missing arm tracking. A high degree of tilting cannot physically be created solely by the movement of a hand with the object. One helps to tilt the test object with the arm, so during this period of time the hand sensors do not contain the relevant information. This also explains the fact that 85% of the wrongly classified tilting data strongly correlates with a high degree of tilting and gets labels as pouring. We are planning to include information about the arm movements in the intermediate description in the future. Figure 10 shows an example of classification of sequence data. The sequence contains holding, squeezing, tilting and pouring action. Here different line styles depict the assigned highlevel operation labels. The segment of the data with the highest degree of tilting is assigned the pouring label.
Conclusions
We have developed a two-stage approach to identification of high-level sequential manual object manipulations. In the first stage we apply a linear preprocessor f to low-level data and obtain estimators for the intermediate representation. The intermediate level is described by three parameters: shape, weight and orientation of the interaction object. Based on the intermediate estimators we train a classifier to assign data samples in intermediate representation to a class of high-level manual object manipulation operation. Our experiments have shown that the usage of the tested intermediate representation considerably improves the identification results.
We have shown that it is possible to estimate the linear preprocessor from the data of one object manipulation containing simultaneous tilting, squeezing and pouring. Applying this mapping to simpler movements as tilting, pour- Figure 10 . 300 samples represent each of the four test object manipulations in a sequence: holding, squeezing, tilting and pouring.
ing, holding and squeezing results in well separable clusters and good recognition results. In our procedure the classifier training doesn't require labelling or presegmentation of the training data. The procedure can be used as a basis for sequence-segmenting and it is robust in classifying data containing gaps. In the future we plan to extend our procedure and tests to more complex manual object manipulation operations.
